An implementation guide for the Swiss medical schools

By the Swiss Group for Implementing PROFILES and the Vice-Deans of Education
PROFILES represents the third version of the framework of reference that defines what a resident needs to know and needs to be able to do on his/her first day of residency. Anchored in the Federal Act on the University Medical Professions (MedBG/LPMéd) it also defines the contents of the Federal Licensing Examination (FLE). As such, it represents a binding document for all Swiss undergraduate schools of medicine. From the first version in 2002 to the actual version, the framework progressively shifted to a competency-based approach of medical training, in accordance to the international changes in the field. The last version completes this shift and represents a profound change in the way undergraduate medical training has to be conceived.

To better take up this challenge, the vice-deans of the medical schools decided to create a Working Group for Implementing PROFILES. The present guide represents the first step of this collective effort. It sums up the actual understanding of how to implement the CanMEDS roles and the EPAs in an undergraduate curriculum based on the actual available literature on the topic, numerous encounters with international representatives involved in similar processes and internal discussions to propose the best possible approaches for our Swiss schools.

As its title implies, it is a guide and by no means a rule-book. It presents the ideal approaches, explains the underlying principles and exposes the best practices. It is meant to inspire and suggest ideas, as well as to support the medical schools in their way to define their own approach to PROFILES.

This implementation guide was written mainly with two readerships in mind: the members of the local school groups in charge of implementing PROFILES and the teams of professional educators supporting the implementation process. It nevertheless will be useful to any person involved in the process, teachers, students or administrative staffs. A fair understanding of PROFILES is expected from the reader before diving into this guide.

Chapter A “PROFILES implementation in a nutshell” offers a quick overview of the key messages proposed in the guide for the busy reader. The chapters B to E will detail the different implications of PROFILES for the curriculum organization, the assessment approach, the teachers’ training and finally, the implementation strategy.
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A. PROFILES implementation in a nutshell

What is PROFILES?

PROFILES\(^1\) is the successor of the Swiss Catalogue of Learning Objectives for Undergraduate Medical Training (SCLO) which has been in use since 2002. The Joint Commission of the Swiss Medical Schools (SMIFK/CIMS) decided to revise the SCLO in a fundamental way in order to adapt the medical curricula in Switzerland to the evolution in the fields of medicine and of medical education. PROFILES will be the reference for the Federal Licensing Exam (FLE) starting in 2021. It will therefore be the relevant framework for medical students starting their Master program from 2018 onwards.

PROFILES defines what a resident must know and be able to do on her/his first day of work. By taking a patient-centered view it promotes a movement shifting from the teaching of discipline-related objectives towards the teaching of medicine in an integrated, interdisciplinary way. PROFILES describes a medical practice committed to addressing the health needs of the population and providing patient care in interprofessional teams. Its introduction is also an opportunity to think about what kind of doctors we will have to train in the future by integrating notions related for example to demographic changes and personalized medicine.

PROFILES is composed of three main sections described below.

**General objectives: CanMEDS competencies**

The general objectives based on the CanMEDS framework were already introduced in the second version of the SCLO. This framework is based on the idea that each physician exercises 7 generic roles during clinical activities: Medical Expert, Communicator, Collaborator, Leader/Manager, Health Advocate, Scholar and Professional. In the

---

\(^1\) PROFILES: Principal Relevant Objectives and Framework for Integrated Learning and Education in Switzerland for the training of medical students
PROFILES document, these roles are expressed as specific competencies that the students have to acquire during their undergraduate training.

**Entrustable professional activities: EPAs**

PROFILES defines nine generic professional tasks, called "entrustable professional activities" (EPAs), a resident has to be able to perform autonomously.

A key novelty of the concept of EPAs lies in the "entrustability": an explicit decision to trust a trainee to perform a given professional activity with or without supervision. In other words, the trainee has been "certified" to have attained the level of proficiency necessary to carry out a specific clinical task autonomously. Within the context of PROFILES, the aim is the performance of the EPAs at least under distant, on demand supervision.

**Situations as starting points for learning: SSPs**

PROFILES lists 265 generic situations which cover the common circumstances, symptoms, complaints and findings that a resident should be able to manage. The SSPs thereby delimit the range of PROFILES by providing the clinical context. In this way, PROFILES promotes a patient-centered view focusing on a holistic approach to patient care.

SSPs may apply to any age group (baby, child, adolescent, young and middle-aged adults, old and very old persons), to any set of circumstances (prevention, acute, rehabilitation, chronic and palliative care) and to any type of setting (ambulatory, hospital, long-term and community).

**PROFILES: 1 + 1 + 1 = 1**

Although the three sections of PROFILES could be viewed separately, it is important to keep in mind that medical practice always integrates competencies, EPAs and SSPs.

**Which aspects of a curriculum are important to integrate PROFILES?**

The ability to perform an EPA requires the mastery of a combination of several competencies within the context of a clinical situation. Although competencies may be trained independently during the curriculum, students have to be able to integrate them into the management of a complex clinical task. This type of learning is strongly promoted by a curriculum that is organized around a set of competencies the students should master, rather than a catalog of content that should be taught.
To allow students to learn in a way that is coherent with the way they use their knowledge, skills and attitudes in clinical practice, they have to be exposed to an **integrated curriculum**\(^2\) rather than a curriculum built on a discipline-based structure. This integration should already start at the level of the basic sciences taught during the preclinical years.

The **learning objectives** within the different medical schools have to be verified and if necessary adapted/redesigned to make sure that each learning activity will be aligned with PROFILES. Their description should specify how they cover or support one or several dimensions of PROFILES.

In addition to the alignment of the individual learning activities, the undergraduate medical curriculum as a whole should cover all the essential components of PROFILES. A systematic approach of **curriculum mapping**, linking curricular content and learning activities to the learning objectives, provides transparency and enables students, teachers and the medical school to know what is taught and/or should be learned by when and how. Different software tools are available; but the most important element is a clearly defined mapping process.

**What is the role of assessment in a PROFILES-based curriculum?**

PROFILES provides a generic description of competency-driven learning goals. The achievement of these objectives will depend to a large extent on the assessment approaches put in place, rather than just the content and organization of the curriculum.

\(^2\) An integrated curriculum is an "education that is organized in such a way that it cuts across subject matter lines, bringing together various aspects of the curriculum into meaningful association to focus upon broad areas of study."
Importantly, the choice of assessment content and methods must consider all the three components of PROFILES: CanMEDS competencies, EPAs and SSPs. Consequently, an appropriate blend of different assessment methods is required to capture the full spectrum of the knowledge, skills and attitudes acquired by the students. In order to make sure that all components of PROFILES are sufficiently covered, a thoroughly designed assessment plan encompassing the entire curriculum has to be developed and aligned with the curriculum. Keeping in mind that assessment drives learning, the assessment should be strategically used to promote the desired learning effects. In particular, the efficient use of formative assessment will contribute to promote a focus on meaningful learning rather than just passing the exams.

The successful implementation of a competency-based curriculum combined with multi-dimensional assessments (mainly in the context of the clinical exposure) requires that students become active players in their learning. The longitudinal integration of a personal learning tool such as an e-portfolio, supported by a mentoring program, is thought to be necessary for the students to be able to monitor and guide their individual learning process.

What are the implications of the concept of “entrustment” for assessment?

The entrustment of professional activities, by definition, occurs in the clinical environment; and the assessment of the entrustment level of a trainee can only be assessed through direct observation in authentic clinical activities.

An entrustment decision cannot be made based on a single data point or observation; it rather requires a process of repeated and longitudinal observations that is based on two-stage approach.

(1) Clinical supervisors provide ad hoc formative assessments of entrustment that are limited in scope to their specific clinical context. The entrustment is expressed as the level of supervision a student requires. (2) The aggregation of these multiple ad hoc assessments, across various contexts and different examiners, provides the medical school (e.g. a student progress committee) with the necessary data to make a summative entrustment decision for a particular student. PROFILES expects students to be entrusted for all EPAs at least at the level of distant supervision.
This two-step approach allows the necessary separation of the teaching role of the clinical supervisors from the summative entrustment decision made by the medical school.

**Why is faculty development key for the introduction of PROFILES?**

Faculty development is considered to be one of the rate-limiting steps for the introduction of competency-based education. The successful implementation of PROFILES therefore requires the deployment of a well-structured, longitudinal faculty development program taking into account all institutional stakeholders, and providing opportunities for cumulative learning, practice and feedback from peers. Given the multiple roles attributed to the teachers and clinicians, efficient training will need the faculty development programs to be specifically tailored to the different target publics.

**How to monitor the quality of the curriculum?**

The implementation of PROFILES will lead to significant changes within the curricula of the different Faculties and medical schools, and also have an impact on the institutional teaching and learning culture. In order to monitor and further improve the quality of the resulting training programs it is important to implement efficient quality assurance procedures early in the process. While student evaluation of teaching is already frequently used, additional outcomes from other stakeholders must be considered, such as teachers, other health care providers and patients.

**How to successfully implement PROFILES?**

The introduction of PROFILES requires a clearly defined governance structure. The implementation, but also the subsequent phase of maintenance, need to be led and coordinated by a multidisciplinary group including students. It will be essential to get all stakeholders on board, and actively involve the key members of the faculty in all the phases of curriculum design and maintenance. This includes the representatives of the disciplines and members of the different teaching and assessment committees, to name but a few.

Given the significant changes introduced by PROFILES, as well as the ambitious planning, the faculty directly involved in the organization of the curriculum, the students and the teachers/clinical supervisors have to be informed and prepared. An efficient communication process will be key to coordinate all information on PROFILES within the individual Medical Schools.
B. Curriculum organization

This chapter discusses some conditions and curriculum characteristics that will support and facilitate the implementation of PROFILES. These recommendations are derived from the concepts of competence-based medical training and EPAs (2) as well as generic recommendations for any curricular changes (3,4) and recent pilot experience in selected medical schools in the USA (5).

Competency-based versus content-based curriculum?

In essence, the ability to perform an EPA requires the mastery of a combination of competencies. These competencies may be trained independently during the curriculum before they are applied to a specific task. For example, students may be trained specifically to perform pleural tapping, and this competence will then be embedded into CANMEDS competencies such as clinical reasoning and communication skills when it comes to manage a patient with pleural effusion. Thus, a curriculum organized by competence, particularly during the clinical years may ease the application of the EPA approach (Figure 1).

Integrated versus discipline-based curriculum?

One major issue of the EPA approach is to assess if the students are able to perform some tasks with a certain degree of autonomy for a series of clinical situations. However, the majority of tasks are not discipline-specific but rather require the mobilization of knowledge, skills, and attitudes from different sources. For example, being able to take the history (EPA 1) or perform the physical examination (EPA 2) of a patient with abdominal pain (SSP 52) requires basic knowledge (anatomy, physiology, etc.), clinical knowledge pertaining to different disciplines (internal medicine, surgery, gynecology, psychiatry, etc.), clinical skills, and communication skills with the patient. Training the students to learn in an integrated way is thus closer to the way they will have to use their competences in practice. This integration
should already start at the level of preclinical years (bachelor) when the basic sciences are learned (6).

**Longitudinal clinical exposure**

The entrustment of professional activities occurs in the clinical environment. This reinforces the need for students to be immersed in a clinical, real, authentic environment. An early and longitudinal contact with the clinical setting has several recognized benefits (7). It reinforces the cognitive dimensions: not only will the student know about a disease but will see a patient suffering from this disease, and even be partly responsible for the management of such a patient. These characteristics are useful to reinforce learning, particularly if they are accompanied by reflective practice (Kolb, Schön). The authentic setting also helps the student develop his/her professional identity (“to think, act, and feel like a physician”) (8) if he/she is implicated in patient management under guided supervision. Clinical preparation should start early in the curriculum, with a longitudinal program of clinical competences during the Bachelor years, so that the students can benefit immediately from their first immersion into the real clinical environment. In this regards, envisioning the medical cursus as a whole and not as two separated, independent entities – Bachelor-Master – is an advantage.

Given the nature of EPA training and assessment, a prolonged and intense immersion in real, different clinical environments is essential. A model in which the acquisition of clinical science is integrated with clinical practice will ease the application of EPAs. A strong program of simulated practice may be an adjunct for activities the students will not meet often in practice or may not be able to perform safely.

Learning in a clinical environment comes with another condition: to be supervised by trained and competent clinical teachers (9,10). To assess whether a student can be “entrusted” for one activity, repeated and longitudinal observation becomes necessary, so that the supervisor may gain the necessary knowledge about his/her learner. Some medical schools have implemented the principle of Longitudinal Integrated Clerkship (11), in which the student stays in the same discipline for 6-12 months (usually family medicine) and rotates to other disciplines to reach objectives by following his/her own patients. The same preceptors follow these students during the whole clerkship. This favors a personal follow-up of competences, without penalizing performances at exams (12). In other contexts, it may be easier to organize
some clerkships sequentially, so that the students have a sense of the track followed by some patients through different services, for example internal medicine-surgery-anesthesiology-intensive care.

Competence-Based, Time-Variable Clinical Training (CBTVCT) (13,14) is going even a step further. Students are not only trained in real context, but the duration of their training may differ, depending on how fast they acquired the necessary competences and are considered autonomous for the expected activities (they are “entrusted” for the expected professional activities). Although the introduction of this principle appears to be difficult in our actual context, we can already take in to account that some students acquire autonomy faster than others, and may be offered additional clinical responsibilities (acting as substitute resident for example) at the end of the curriculum (15).

Figure 1 represents the progression of a curriculum.

To ensure that the elective year of clerkship is aligned with the requirements of PROFILES, the students have to be guided in their planning and the follow-up of their learning progress. In this respect, the introduction of a learning portfolio, as previously mentioned, would provide an essential tool for the medical school and for the students.
Teaching-learning formats enhancing active learning

Active learning is recognized as more effective than traditional teaching to increase students’ knowledge and competences (16). Several formats may increase student involvement in learning, such as problem-based learning, flipped classrooms or team-based learning (17,18). However, making the students active may also be possible with traditional lectures, provided that the teacher uses well described techniques to do so (19). Many faculties tend to use too much time to transmit information students can get by themselves in another way, while contact time with students would be more efficient if used to apply knowledge, discuss specific difficult points, contextualize, synthesize, compare, contrast, or illustrate specific content. Active learning seems thus to represent a necessary condition and support to fulfill many of the expected competencies of PROFILES (see General objectives for example).
C. Assessment and PROFILES

PROFILES provides a generic description of competence-driven learning objectives and builds the basis for all medical curricula in Switzerland. Whether these objectives will be achieved not only depends on the curricula but to a large extend on the assessment. This chapter introduces the key principles guiding the development of high-quality assessment systems, and presents how these concepts are specifically applied to the three components of PROFILES: CanMEDS Roles, Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs), and Situations as Starting Points (SSPs).

To support competency-based education assessment has to fulfil three main purposes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Type of exams</th>
<th>Educational aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. optimize learning for an individual student</td>
<td>formative assessment multiple formats</td>
<td>assessment for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ensure trustworthy decision about an individual student</td>
<td>summative (high-stake) assessment multiple formats</td>
<td>assessment of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. enable curriculum development and quality assurance</td>
<td>different types of assessment clustered from an institutional perspective</td>
<td>program evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of assessment influences the design and form of the assessment (20). For example, a licensing examination designed to meet the need for accountability of medical graduates does not produce detailed feedback that would guide future learning but ensures equity, reproducibility and consistency. Whereas formative assessment that is embedded in the authentic clinical setting will hardly meet these criteria, but will produce rich feedback for learning.

Different stakeholders will have different perspectives on assessment. Medical students will care a lot about fairness in a summative setting, whereas formative
assessment that fosters student engagement and learning will require information rich feedback and a psychologically safe environment. For patients and licensing bodies (e.g. BAG/OFSP), however, summative assessment is the main concern since these stakeholders have a primary interest in a trustworthy assurance of patient care safety.

What are the basic tenets of assessment?

How can assessment promote learning?

Assessment culture influences what and how students will learn (21). This holds true not only for the content (competencies that are not assessed run the risk of being neglected) but also for the format and the purpose of assessment (22). Assessment that feeds back specific details about individual strength and areas to improve offers the possibility to let students work on their competency development. Feedback use is promoted by the quality/specificity of the feedback, the credibility of the source, by learner’s reflection and by follow up (23). Feedback is especially powerful if it is an integral part of a mentoring system (24). Assessment cultures that facilitates such types of feedback carry the potential to promote excellence (25). These types of learning cultures aiming at excellence are well established in music and athletics education whereas this notion of excellence is far less adopted in medicine (26,27). In contrast, students feel little incentive to address their weaknesses in systems that focus to a large extent on pass/fail decisions, even if they passed just minimally (22).

Use assessment strategically to promote desired learning effects.

Which method is best to assess medical competence?

Miller proposed a framework of assessment with four different levels: knows, knows how, shows how and does. More recently, Cruess and al. (28) added a fifth level named “Is”, where the learner constantly demonstrates the attitudes, values, and behaviors expected from a given profession.
This framework ascertains that there is “no single assessment method that can provide all the data required for judgment of anything so complex as the delivery of professional services” (29). Any individual assessment method will always involve a compromise with inherent tensions about the purpose that can be reached, the content that can covered, the trustworthiness of data, the cost etc. Based on these considerations, single assessments should not be viewed in isolation, but as part of a whole system. Just like a curriculum is based on a plan, assessment has to be based on such a plan as well. The alignment of the curriculum and assessment is essential in this respect. Ideally, the curriculum and the assessment are integrated in one single master plan. Alignment of learning goal - teaching - assessment is vital in this respect (31).

$\Rightarrow$ **Develop a master plan for assessment and vary in use of methods in order to capture the full spectrum of medical competence**

### Why is a system approach of assessment important for PROFILES?

The majority of medical training programs use already different assessment methods to assess the competence of their trainees. However, these assessments are often applied in isolation. A system of assessment explicitly blends single assessments to achieve the different purposes (assessment for/of learning) for a variety of stakeholders (students, faculty, patients, regulatory bodies) (30,32). Figure 3 highlights the difference between a program that uses multiple isolated assessments and one that embraces a system of assessment approach. In a program with multiple but isolated assessments (Fig. 3 a.) there is no attempt to integrate assessment data: this results in an incomplete and fractioned picture of student performance. In contrast a system of assessment (Fig 3 b.) offers the opportunity for triangulation...
based on complementary information and provides a more comprehensive picture of the student’s overall performance.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Fig. 3 Use of multiple data points of assessment: a. in isolation, b. in a system

Van der Vleuten proposed a model for assessment in action, which simultaneously optimizes assessment for learning and assessment for decision making about learner progress (33). In such a system of assessment, the individual assessment serves to provide information on the learner’s performance, not primarily to make pass/fail decision. Learners reflect on their performance (feedback), and ideally are supported in that process by a mentor. High-stake decisions, like promotion to the next year, are done at the program level when many assessments (data-points) are collated and meaningfully aggregated across competencies. The concept of sampling as well as the notion of trustworthy expert judgement on the level of the individual assessment event is fundamental to deal with the subjectivity of this type of judgment (30). High-stake decisions are usually taken by a committee of experts (e.g. student progress committee). For the vast majority of learners, this decision-making will be a swift process. But for a few students this will require a more extensive deliberation by the committee. In any case, the decision taken has to be justified by the committee. The need for reproducibility, objectivity and fairness to achieve sound and defensible decision about student performance on the one hand and the need for authenticity, narrative feedback and a psychologically save environment to optimally foster learning on the other will inevitably lead to tensions that are not straightforward to reconcile. However, rather than opting for one purpose of assessment only and neglecting the other, it seems more promising to acknowledge these tensions and incorporate both perspectives to meet the needs of medical students, faculty and teaching institutions as well as society.
How to assess the CanMEDS roles?

The CanMEDS framework offers a model of physician’s competency that emphasizes the central role of biomedical expertise but also stresses additional roles of a physician (34). Not all CanMEDS roles can be assessed with the same approach and equally well. The assessment of Medical Expert competencies is well established with decades of expertise. Assessment of other roles represents still a challenge in terms of current strategies for assessment (and for teaching) and require faculty development and dedicated resources (35,36). A table derived from the CanMEDS Assessment Tools Handbook (37) shows suitable methods for each role. However, assessment of roles in isolation will be artificial when removed from clinically relevant contexts. It is therefore important to acknowledge the intricate associations between the expert role and all other intrinsic roles (34).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Medical Expert</th>
<th>Communicator</th>
<th>Collaborator</th>
<th>Leader/ Manager</th>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Health Advocate</th>
<th>Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace based Assessment</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE, Standardized Patients</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Test (Multiple Choice and Short Answer Questions)</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Exam</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: appropriateness of assessment methods for the different CanMEDS roles (36)

As all individual assessment formats are limited in scope it is not sensible to assess a specific competency domain with a single instrument. Each competency domain should be informed from various assessment sources and each assessment source should be used to inform about several competency domains (38).

In the following, strengths and pitfalls of some common assessment formats are highlighted.
Most medical programs already have ample experience and supporting structures for creating well-designed Written Tests (especially Multiple Choice) and OSCEs, which are particularly well suited to assess the central role of Medical Expert. However, the other intrinsic roles (e.g. professional, collaborator, etc.) are less well captured with these highly standardized and focused assessment methods.

Oral Exams carry the potential to assess higher order thinking. This format is especially popular as it allows faculty to interact with students. However, insufficient sampling of content and limited number of raters do not allow to generalize the results of oral exams and to infer the student’s global competence (39).

Workplace-Based Assessment (WPBA) is well suited to assess several intrinsic roles, measures higher-order behaviors in the authentic settings and offers the opportunity to give performance feedback to students. WPBA tools require sound structuring and well-educated faculty in order to obtain trustworthy assessment results. The seriousness and rigor with which the assessment is conducted defines the quality and value of the assessment. Particular attention must be paid to the dual role of faculty as coach (support student in their learning) and as judge (evaluate performance against defined standards). A number of specific methods have been developed for assessing student performance in the workplace. Table 2 provides a brief overview and description of the essential features and purposes of the most widely known and frequently used methods (40).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Feature/Deployment</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini-CEX (41)</td>
<td>A supervisor directly observes a student during the interaction with a patient when conducting a history taking, physical examination or counseling. Duration is roughly 15 minutes directly followed by short structured feedback. Students are expected to be evaluated several times with different patients and by different supervisors during a defined training period</td>
<td>Provide structured feedback to help students develop essential patient-physician interaction skills such as history taking, physical examination and counseling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPS (42)</td>
<td>A supervisor directly observes a student during the interaction with a patient when performing a practical procedure. The list of procedure to be mastered must be adapted to the level of training and should be defined in advance.</td>
<td>Ensure that trainees are given specific feedback based on direct observation so as to improve their procedural skills.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The deployment of the DOPS is similar to the mini-CEX.

**CbD (43)**  
Case-based discussion  
A supervisor selects a patient note (written by the student) for discussion and explores aspects of the case, including: clinical assessment, investigation, treatment and follow-up. Students are expected to be evaluated several times by different supervisors during their training period.  
Evaluate the clinical reasoning of students so as to understand the rationale behind decisions made in authentic clinical practice.

**MSF (42)**  
Multi-Source Feedback  
This method represents a systematic collection of performance data of an individual student, using structured questionnaires completed by a number of different supervisors and co-workers (peers, other health-care professionals) and sometimes also patients. Assessment forms are collated and individual feedback is prepared for students. Numerical data are provided as well as comments are included verbatim, but they remain anonymous. Depending on the training period this process is conducted once or repeated twice yearly.  
Differ from the methods presented above in that they reflect routine performance over a prolonged period of time, rather than performance during a specific patient encounter. Students review the feedback derived from MSF with their supervisor and work together on developing an action plan.

| Table 2: workplace based assessment methods |
|---|---|---|
| Learning Portfolios are often used to collect the multitude of formal and informal assessments of a student. They are capable of capturing all CanMEDS roles and offer many additional advantages due to their longitudinal perspective. There is no established method to make a defensible pass/fail decision based on Portfolios (44). To become a powerful learning tool, a portfolio has to come with a mentoring program (45) that implies a certain investment in faculty time (46). |

**How to assess EPAs?**

Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) represent a fairly new concept compared to the CanMEDS Roles. Professional Activities are very intuitive; they represent a clinical "unit of work" (2). PROFILES identifies 9 EPAs. EPAs are closely linked to the CanMEDs roles: to perform an EPA the clinician needs to make use of the 7 roles and their competencies. But as intuitive the concept of Entrustability (the E of EPA) becomes. Two main
reasons contribute to this difficulty. The first reason is related to the notion of “entrustability”. The second reason has to do with the gap that exists between the generic description of an EPA (e.g. “taking a medical history”) and the application in the clinical reality with its immense variety of contexts and different disciplines (general internal medicine, cardiology, neuro-surgery, pedopsychiatry, …), different type of patients (young, old, allophones, anxious, …) etc.

What is entrustability?

The term “entrustable” is a neologism based on the concept of entrustment describing an explicit decision to trust a trainee to perform a given Professional Activity given a certain level of supervision. In other words, the trainee has been “certified” to have attained a level of proficiency to carry out a specific activity autonomously. Simply put he or she has the “driving license” for this specific EPA. Usually, assessment is about measured certainty (and reliability, validity etc.) but not about trust, this subjective qualification that a supervisor gives to a student because he/she seems qualified to do something in the future. This process is more akin to a risk assessment of what happens in the future than measuring what has been learned.

How do EPAs apply in different contexts?

The obvious self-explaining generic description of an EPA gets quite tricky once one considers the sheer infinity of possible situations and contexts (SSPs) in which this EPA can be carried out. For example, if we take EPA1 ‘taking a medical history’. When should a student be entrusted for EPA 1? Is it after 2 or 10 observations? Or is it after having been observed in three different clerkships? What if the clerkship of internal medicine is not part of these three different observations? And what about taking the history with a talkative patient, or an anxious one or even an angry one? It becomes obvious that a quantitative approach with an arithmetical sum of the observations will not suffice to decide if a given student is entrustable or not. A rigorous interpretation of enough observations is needed to assess the complexity and diversity of performing an EPA taking into account some of the infinite number of possible influencing variables.

The solution: assessing EPAs in a two-step approach

To overcome the challenges raised by the nature of assessment of the EPAs it becomes important to separate the formative assessment process from the
summative high-stakes decision process. This is possible with a two-stage approach ensuring a rigorous and valid evaluation procedure (47).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First stage</th>
<th>Second stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>Clinical supervisor</td>
<td>Student progress committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When</td>
<td>At one point in time</td>
<td>Covering a longer period of clinical training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data source</td>
<td>Direct observation in a certain context and SSP</td>
<td>Aggregate of all documented observations in different contexts and SSPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How</td>
<td>Subjective (conscious and unconscious), formal (observation tools), informal</td>
<td>Rigorous qualitative evaluation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Ad hoc entrustment</td>
<td>Entrustment decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative of student’s assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Formative (low-stake)</td>
<td>Summative (middle or high-stake)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: the two-stage assessment of EPAs

**First stage** of EPA assessment: the formative assessment at the bedside. The entrustment level of a trainee can only be assessed through direct observation in authentic clinical activities (48). The first stage takes place at the level of the clinical supervisor and consists of a formative evaluation of entrustment based on direct observation. The entrustment can be more easily measured if based on the supervisor’s **subjective appreciation** of the level of supervision he/she needs to establish to guarantee the patients’ safety when the student performs this activity in this given context (table 4). The main objective of this direct observation is to ensure meaningful feedback to the student for promoting their learning (45) and to inform the student progress committee (see second stage) for the summative decision.

| 1. Not allowed to practice EPA | a. Inadequate knowledge/skill (e.g., does not know how to preserve sterile field); not allowed to observe  |
| 2. Practice EPA only under direct supervision | b. Adequate knowledge, some skill; allowed to observe |
| 3. Practice EPA only under distant supervision | a. As coactivity with supervisor  |
| 4. Practice EPA unsupervised | b. With supervisor in room ready to step in as needed |
| 3. Practice EPA only under distant supervision | a. With supervisor immediately available, all findings double checked  |
| 4. Practice EPA unsupervised | b. With supervisor immediately available, key findings double checked |
| 4. Practice EPA unsupervised | c. With supervisor distantly available (e.g., by phone), findings reviewed |
| 4. Practice EPA unsupervised | Student performs independently without contact to supervisor |
5. Allowed to supervise others in practice of EPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Student supervises junior students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 4: level of entrustment expressed in terms of level of supervision a student needs to be allowed to perform a specific EPA (based on Chen (49)).

This subjective judgment of entrustment is influenced by many factors that are conscious or not. They can be grouped into five determinants (50,51) (see Figure 4).

(1) The first determinant is the **Trainee** with his/her personal characteristics (attitude, personality, believability, ...) and clinical attributes (medical knowledge, professionalism, response to feedback, anticipated specialty, ...). (2) The second determinant is the **Supervisor** with his/her personal characteristics (audacity, patient safety, accountability, ...) and clinical attributes (educational obligation, clinical and supervision experience and expertise, familiarity with clinical context, ...) and pattern of observation (double-checking, language cues, litmus test). (3) The third determinant is the **relationship** between the supervisor and the trainee (shared expectations, amount of contact, interference with assessment, ...). (4) The **Task** represent the fourth determinant with its clinical characteristics (case complexity, ethical dilemma, case specificity, ...). (5) Finally, **Context** makes up for the fifth determinant (time of day, institutional and team culture, workload, philosophy of education, ...).

Fig. 4: the five determinants influencing the judgement of ad hoc entrustability

**Second stage** of EPA assessment: the deliberative middle or high-stake entrustment decision by a progress committee. The multiple facets and the variability of an EPA means that for a summative decision it must be based on an aggregated view of all available observations of the student performing the EPA
collected during the first stage (often grouped in a portfolio). This will cover various context from multiple observers over a certain period of time. To avoid the loss of information these observations are not reduced to grades but are kept as a (if possible rich) narrative description by the clinical supervisors. The subjective nature of the entrustment decision means it has to be deliberated among a group of assessors, usually a student progress committee. The resulting entrustment decision represents a prediction of how the student will be allowed to perform an EPA in the future, like a driving license. The accountability of the committee taking this decision is quite different than just assessing what was learned in the past. Hence, the decision process of such a committee has to be rigorous, transparent and defensible. It will be driven by processes that are well known in the field of qualitative research (triangulation, saturation, thread of evidence, ...).

A proper judgment of entrustability will also need a careful planning at the curriculum level (long period of observation, multiple contexts, multiple assessors) and well-trained clinical assessors and committee members that understand the decision process and the nature of the decision.

**Assessment and the Situations as Starting Points (SSPs)?**

The third component of PROFILES besides the CanMeds and the EPAs are the SSPs. Those situations as starting points are not assessable per se. They represent the clinical context in which the CanMEDS roles and EPAs have to be situated. Dealing with a situation requires a specific knowledge, certain professional activities (EPAs) and the embodiment of certain roles (CanMEDS). So SSP will be assessed through the assessment process of the CanMEDS and EPAs.

For example, depending on the purpose of the assessment, assessing a student on the management of severe acute blood loss (SSP 215) could encompass the following issues:

- knowledge aspects on this topic in an MCQ exam, or
- ability to perform emergency procedures (EPA 6) and to communicate with other health professionals (CanMEDS role Communicator) in an OSCE, or
- level of awareness to call for help (CanMEDS role Collaborator) in the context of direct observation in the clinical setting
Due to its nature, SSPs need to be properly tracked to inform the school and the students on how they cover the range of the 265 situations. This is done for example through a process of curriculum mapping (i.e. what the curriculum proposes) and a learning portfolio (i.e. what the students experiment) offering the possibility to code the various entries for SSPs or for the formal assessments, by having the SSPs as one dimension of the blueprint.

Use the SSPs as context of each assessment and track their experimentation by the students.
D. Teaching the teachers  
(Faculty development)

Faculty development, or “teaching the teachers”, is considered to be one of the rate-limiting steps for the introduction of competency-based education (52). The successful implementation of PROFILES therefore requires the deployment of a well-structured and efficient Faculty development program taking into account all institutional stakeholders (53).

The core competencies a medical teacher should possess have been extensively described (54,55). However, these core competencies will not be sufficient to support the comprehensive implementation of a PROFILES-based curriculum: The Faculty must also be able to situate their teaching activity within a global vision of the curriculum, have a solid understanding of the concepts underlying PROFILES (in particular the CANMEDS framework and EPAs) and also embrace their role as evaluators in the new context built around the notion of “entrustability”.

Why is it important to put Faculty development into an institutional perspective?

Before developing the aspects relevant for the training of the teachers and clinical supervisors in more detail, it is important to take a step back and to put the question of Faculty development into an institutional perspective. In addition to the obvious goal of improving the quality of teaching, the development needs of the different stakeholders have to be analysed and addressed based on other domains such as leadership and management, academic and career development and organizational change (56). Depending on the curricular structure there might be additional stakeholders to be taken into account, apart from students, teachers, clinical supervisors and the governance (dean/vice-dean/head of medical school etc.), such as entrustment committee members (57).

In addition, the introduction of competency-based education is often supported by the use of a learning portfolio associated with a mentoring program, in order to support the students’ learning trajectories and assess their progress. In this case there
will be a strong need to train the involved Faculty in their role as Portfolio coach/mentor/advisor helping the students to structure their learning path, think about their learning progress and identify specific objectives for the future clinical learning experiences.

It was also recently pointed out that Faculty training programs should actively promote the development of the future generation of educational leaders who will play key roles in the design and administration of the respective educational programs (58).

The introduction of PROFILES should therefore not only focus on curriculum design and Faculty development, but also on the overall learning and teaching culture. Importantly, this also stresses the importance to think about “student development”: the move towards EPAs and entrustability requires the students to take more responsibility of the learning process, to document and think about their learning progress, and to actively look for feedback and learning opportunities.

Design the Faculty development program as a catalyst of organizational change.

What are the training dimensions specifically relevant for an EPA-based curriculum?

Favreau and colleagues propose a model for Faculty development that has been developed based on their experiences during the Core EPAs pilot project (59). They state that “the ultimate goal of an entrustment decision is to predict learner’s future behaviours and assess their potential to competently care for patients”. This implies that the supervisors must have the necessary skills to observe the students and analyse their behaviour, and also possess sufficient self-awareness and experience to make the relevant judgements. As a consequence, their model is based on four different dimensions that should be fostered by Faculty development:

1. Observation skills in authentic settings
2. Feedback and coaching skills
3. Self-assessment and appropriate role modelling
4. Peer-support developed through a community of practice

In our context, a fifth dimension is represented by the sufficient understanding of PROFILES and its implications.
It will be important to provide training which is adapted to the specific roles of each teacher/supervisor within the teaching program, ranging for example from providing formative feedback during clinical supervision to making summative entrustment decisions. As described elsewhere in this document the evaluation of entrustability is by definition multidimensional. While it is important to provide a rich and informative environment to assess trust based on a diverse group of supervisors, it is essential to train particularly well the heterogeneous group of educators involved in making summative entrustment decisions.

Tailor the Faculty development activities to the specific needs of the different target publics.

What do we know about the characteristics and efficiency of different approaches to Faculty development?

A recent analysis by Steinert et al (60) has shown that formal, structured activities in group settings remain the most commonly used format in Faculty development. While these formats remain an important part of any Faculty development program, it is becoming increasingly clear that the following approaches are required to prepare Faculty sufficiently for their role as teacher and evaluator:

- Develop programs that extend over time, allowing for cumulative learning, practice and feedback
- Move Faculty development directly into the workplace allowing more easily for experiential learning "on the job"; such informal learning relies less on predefined scheduling but still needs a thorough planning that includes guided reflection, peer-guidance and mentorship

Probably one of the most important elements contributing to successful Faculty development is to secure institutional support and recognition: making sure that the teaching efforts of all Faculty is appropriately valorised, and that the time necessary for a high-quality involvement in teaching is protected. The commitment of Faculty to implement change after a training course depends on several elements such as baseline motivation, but also significantly on organizational barriers such as lack of time/competing priorities, lack of buy-in and limited resources (61). These observations clearly show that in order to have the expected impact all Faculty
development programs must be accompanied by appropriate changes in organisational culture.

Efficient Faculty development happens increasingly in the workplace and requires institutional support and recognition.

How can we prepare the clinicians for their role as assessor of student performance?

The key aspects relevant for the assessment of a performance in an unstandardized environment, such as the clinical setting, are described in the “Assessment” section. Assessment has to be considered as a domain of expertise on its own which requires not only content knowledge but also a solid understanding of the observation and recording tasks necessary to the assessor role (62). Several different techniques have been successfully used in the field of assessor training. However, the most important aspect for effective training is a longitudinal structure allowing for multiple practical experience and refinement over time, and feedback and guidance from more experienced colleagues.

Which are the recent trends concerning the structure and content of Faculty development activities?

Several initiatives have recently been described in the literature that approach the issue of Faculty development from specific angles that seem of potential interested to us.

Co-Learning: pair Faculty and learner development to promote the development of a culture of shared entrustment (59,63).

Use of EPAs for teachers in medical education (58,64): such a list of EPAs for teachers could not only be used to provide guidelines for the assessment of their teaching competencies, but more importantly also to construct a shared understanding of the fundamental teaching activities and to guide the structure & content of Faculty development workshops. The active use of teaching EPAs in these workshops will facilitate the understanding of the concept of EPAs as used in PROFILEs.
Could we pool our resources at the national level with respect to Faculty development?

Although most of the Faculty development efforts will have to be locally organised within the different Faculties, there are a number of concepts that could and should be elaborated in a coordinated manner, such as:

- Development of teaching material (e.g. the concepts underlying PROFILES, assessment of student performance in a clinical setting, ...)
- Joint elaboration of a framework of “fundamental teaching activities” (as described in Walsh et al.) (58).

The development of a Swiss-wide collection of teaching tools that could be used for face to face teaching but also in an e-Learning context should be considered. We also suggest to analyse the possibility to establish a Swiss-wide Training-Team composed of members from several Faculties. Such a team could organise training workshops for local Faculty developers, in medical Faculties and in regional hospitals, who would then be in charge to train the teachers of their respective institutions.
This chapter highlights important aspects of the implementation strategy that will facilitate the integration of PROFILES and the related changes involved.

**How to inform and communicate about PROFILES?**

PROFILES defines what a resident must know and be able to do on her/his first day of residency. In the year 2021, the content of the FLE will be for the first time based on PROFILES. Given such a short timeline students and faculty have to be efficiently informed on the implications that the changes will have for the FLE, and with respect to what is expected from them. The communication has to happen in parallel to the ongoing development of implementing PROFILES within the curriculum.

In addition, the major curricular changes resulting from the transition of the SCLO to PROFILES should be communicated and explained to all stakeholders involved in the curriculum, in a depth adjusted to each target group. In the following part two major perspectives (faculty and students) will be addressed.

**Faculty perspective**

All faculty involved in teaching or organizing teaching activities from 2018 onwards need to know what PROFILES is, how it impacts the local curriculum and what is expected from their side. This is a minimum requirement that can be accomplished for example with a-newsletter, a roadshow on “Implementing PROFILES” through departments and clinics, faculty meetings etc. A regular communication on the work in progress and future changes should allow faculty members to participate and take ownership of the modifications resulting from the implementation of PROFILES.

Since students spend several months in their 5th or 6th year clinical clerkships in hospitals all over Switzerland or in foreign countries as well as in private practice, all supervisors/attendants in charge need to know about and understand the
implications of PROFILES, especially those who observe students in clinical contexts and therefore need to understand and apply the concept of entrustment.

It is necessary to coordinate all communication initiatives related to PROFILES within the Medical School. Attention should be paid to the fact that PROFILES is not only represented by EPAs: the other two chapters (CanMEDS competencies and SSPs) are equally important and need the same attention.

Given the competency-oriented nature of PROFILES, faculty members, and especially basic scientists, may fear that this approach will lessen the importance of basic sciences. They must be reassured. To reach the level of mastery described in PROFILES, students must understand basic sciences as an essential foundation of their learning process. PROFILES is explicit about this requirement which will have to be taken into account during the curriculum mapping.

**Student perspective**

The student perspective on PROFILES has a different focus. At the beginning of their undergraduate studies they should be informed on the main principles of PROFILES. In order to understand what, when and how they should learn, the students have to get a good idea of the overall goal (endpoint) of their curriculum. The majority of first year undergraduate students come from traditional school systems, and they are not familiar with a more longitudinal approach to learning and assessment.

Special attention should be paid to students who started their undergraduate studies with the SCLO as a reference framework and start in 2018 or 2019 their master degree program where PROFILES becomes the valid framework.

**Curriculum governance and monitoring**

The implementation of PROFILES implies a detailed analysis of the curriculum with respect to the CanMEDS competencies, EPAs and SSPs, followed by an appropriate revision (5). Such an evolution needs to be led and coordinated by a multidisciplinary steering group including students: during the phase of implementation but also later during the phase of maintenance. Student representation is important since they have a good overview of the curriculum (the theoretical part, but also the clinical setting) and its effective implementation.
The steering group should classically have representatives of the basic and clinical curricula, as well as graduate education and medical education specialists. Some medical school have also included partner patients (53).

To monitor quality, a systematic approach to program evaluation should be reinforced or created and should also include a quality program for the assessment. While evaluations made by the students are classically used to monitor the program, additional outcomes from other stakeholders must be considered, such as teachers, other health care providers, and patients. The results of the FLE and evaluations made during the first residency years will provide additional data that can be used to evaluate the quality of the curriculum.

**Acknowledgement of the process of change**

The modifications induced by the implementation of PROFILES have to be considered as a global process of change implicating a specific management. Several models of change management may be used (65–67) to define the different important steps. Change is a cycle involving initiation, implementation, and follow-up, combined with the involvement of stakeholders and the identification of barriers. During the process the initial stakeholder’s involvement may drop until a steady state is reached. These specific characteristics are inherent to any institutional change process and must be acknowledged and shared.

**Compliance with, or change of regulations and rules**

As with any major changes in our institutions, the corresponding internal rules have to be adapted in accordance with the ongoing developments.

**Link to graduate education**

Competency-based education and EPAs will also be implemented during graduate education in some disciplines. The exposure of the students to these principles during their undergraduate training will ensure that they are already familiar with the future requirements of graduate training. Additionally, clinical teachers and supervisors are often involved in both undergraduate as well as in graduate training: faculty development will therefore serve at the same time both contexts. Some tools used during undergraduate training may also be valuable during graduate education, such as a portfolio or curriculum mapping tools. Further discussions with the SIWF/ISFM
and medical specialties are necessary to make the transition as easy as possible for the future residents, and to share ideas and experiences.
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